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Gaudete greetings. Joy to us all. In today’s first reading, we heard the prophet Isaiah claim God as 

his joy. Isaiah announced God’s favor and salvation for all people. That prophet’s promise and 

conviction was that God would make justice and praise spring up. It was sure to happen, as surely 

as the earth brings forth plants, and gardens flourish in spring. Justice and praise would spring up. 

Justice---for human beings; praise for God. The prophet said, “God IS the joy of my soul.” But 

time went by and it didn’t happen in ways that seemed to be noticed.  God’s people still waited.   

 About eight centuries later, when another prophet, John, (the John that we know as John the 

Baptist) appeared, his announcement was a similar one. He spoke out about God’s love and favor, 

too, and raised in the hearts of the Jewish people the expectation of a Savior’s coming. And he was 

challenged!  Jews from Jerusalem sent priests and Levites demanding some credential. Who was he 

claiming to be? A simple answer was given; John had only this straightforward message. (It was a 

challenge to the challengers and to anyone who would listen.) All were challenged to let go of their 

sin, so Love incarnate could be recognized. LOVE was to come. John clearly believed, as Isaiah 

had, that justice and praise were meant to flourish: the presence of God in the world would bring 

that about. John exhorted with passion: MAKE STRAIGHT THE WAY OF THE LORD. 

Jesus did come, the man of Love, going about the countryside demonstrating concern for the poor, 

the sick, the unclean. He lived preaching and promising God’s kingdom to all those who would 

learn to love. Jesus was and IS that LOVE. And where is it coming now—for us claiming to be 

followers of Jesus? Into hearts, into the innermost  place in each one’s life. Jesus must come and be 

received if there is to be justice for all people and due praise to God. For that to happen,  for Love 

to arrive  we  must not let anything be in the way Always, always, it is a challenge, our challenge. It 

is we who get in the way. We must MAKE STRAIGHT THE WAY OF THE LORD 

Today over twenty centuries later, that challenge is ours. Racism, human trafficking, 

and violence are apparent. Suffering has been brought into our world by Covid 19, apparent 

evidence of climate change is here, and the failure of world leaders to work together for peace 



remains …these are among the realities we face. Yes, we thirst for justice. Our God is not being 

given grateful praise. So what are we meant to do? 

 It is our time to hear that challenge: MAKE STRAIGHT THE WAY OF THE LORD. 

How can we make straight the way for the Coming. Our penance service Wednesday night brought 

each of us the opportunity to admit what is in the way? What is it  in me that blocks love coming in 

fullness,  and causes me to slow down the coming of love and goodness. That evening we had a 

chance to reflect on how what we do makes it harder for Love to be apparent. And, as always, we 

were/we are forgiven. Until the God of Love can be more easily seen everywhere, there is still that 

call to MAKE STRAIGHT THE WAY.  We may feel pretty distanced these days, quite separated 

from the world, but the challenge is still ours. Perhaps more than ever it is needed to MAKE 

STRAIGHT THE WAY.    Our prayers are not just to personal, for us. Throughout the world, 

people are struggling on many levels, so our prayers must be a strong outreach for all in need, that 

God may come alive in each.   

So we are called to be instruments of Love by service to every person we meet each day.  

Whether it is a care-giver, one of our office or our maintenance staffs, or one of us Sisters--- we are 

challenged to give whatever it is we have. For those of us, in an active defined ministry, the 

challenges will often vary, and touch many people but for all among us whose days seem always the 

same, there is still the responsibility. There is that specific challenge to act and to give of ourselves. 

The ministry of  providing a smile or meeting a need or speaking genuinely is a challenge to all of 

us.  Everyone is to MAKE STRAIGHT THE WAY OF THE LORD. The mystery of the God’s 

abiding presence in the here and now--- makes this possible. 

 We are to continue making the way straight. As was true for Isaiah, the spirt of the Lord is upon 

US. We are to walk forward together making straight the way. When God who is Love is allowed to take 

over our hearts and our world, when we do all we can to make straight the way, then, just as sure as the 

earth breaks forth its plants and a garden makes its growth spring up, THEN and only then will the Lord 

God make justice and praise spring up before all the nations. Justice for all people; glory and praise to God. 

Gaudete. Joy to the world. Come, Lord Jesus. 

  

 



  


